We define a minimal family of curves on an embedded surface as a one dimensional family of rational curves of minimal degree, which generate the surface. Projective surfaces which are generated by a minimal family of curves are birational to the product of the projective line with some curve. This thesis is devoted to finding a constructive solution to the following problem:
Find all minimal families on a given algebraic complex surface embedded in projective space. A motivation for this problem comes from parametrization of rational surfaces. The minimal families define rational and unirational parametrizations of minimal lexicographic degree.
We present an algorithm to compute minimal families on a given surface. The algorithm is based on the adjunction method. After a finite number of adjunction steps we obtain either a weak Del Pezzo surface or a geometrically ruled surface. The degree of the pushforward of the minimal family at each adjunction step decreases by either two or three. The algorithm is based on the fact that the set of minimal families on a surface is contained in the pullback of the set of minimal families on the adjoint surface.
The adjunction method reduces the problem of finding minimal families on surfaces to finding minimal families on geometrically ruled surfaces and weak Del Pezzo surfaces.
On geometrically ruled surfaces the unique minimal family of curves is defined by the ruling. We classify the minimal families of curves on weak Del Pezzo surfaces. We consider Del Pezzo surfaces up to Weyl equivalence. For each Weyl equivalence class we give the number of minimal families. For minimal families which cannot be defined by the fibres of a morphism this number is sometimes only an upper bound. We present algorithms for computing minimal families on weak Del Pezzo surfaces.
